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Marlo Thomas has once again 

produced a joyful volume for 

children and the grown-ups in their

lives. Reaching into the heads and

hearts of our most acclaimed writers,

artists, and performers, Thanks & Giving celebrates the

best things in life-family, friendship, giving, thankfulness,

and love (and just for fun, a few of their opposites—

stinginess, bullying, ingratitude, and the occasional urge

to stamp your feet and throw a fit.)
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Marlo Thomas graduated from the
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a teaching degree. She is the author of

the best-selling books Free to Be . . .

You and Me, Free to Be . . . A Family,

and The Right Words at the Right Time.

Ms. Thomas has won four Emmys and

the Peabody Award, and has been inducted into the

Broadcasting Hall of Fame for her work in television,

including the long-running hit series That Girl, which

she conceived, produced, and starred in. She serves on

the Professional Advisory Board of St. Jude Children’s

Research Hospital and is their National Outreach

Director. Ms. Thomas lives in New York with her 
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DiScUsSiOn QuEsTiOnS & AcTiViTiEs
Right Under Your Nose
• Imagine that one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence came to visit your class.Who

would it be? What would you ask him? What things would you thank him for?
• When we honor someone, we show our appreciation for the important things that person did.

Encourage students to think of places in your city or state that are named in honor of someone.
Have students find out more about the people these places honor.

Snow, Aldo
• Some moments like the one captured in this poem are special because they are both beautiful

and rare. Discuss the poem.What is the effect of using blank verse? Why does the poet compare
the scene in the park to receiving a blessing?

• Let the children customize their own verse that begins, “If I was in charge of making snow
globes, this is what I would put inside....”

Stones in a Stream
• The writer says that the hug in this story was the very first hug between a boy and his dad. Why

did the hug happen? What experience did the boy and his dad share? Affection is one way of
saying thanks. What did the boy and his dad feel thankful for? 

Teeny Meany
• How are Jeannie Meany and Michael McCatty alike? When you are kind to people because you

feel the same way they do, you experience empathy. Why should Jeannie have empathy with
Michael, and what would happen if she did? (It’s not going to happen!) Would this story be as
funny if Jeannie was nice? Discuss why a “villain” in a story is important.

Thanking Is Just One Letter Away from Thinking
• Imagination is thinking of something that doesn’t exist in reality. Challenge the students to make

up a play based on the things in Melody’s imagination. The characters in the play can be the
seeds, the flowers, the big old tree, the old car tire, the mother bird, and her chicks. Imagine, as
Melody does, what they are thinking and dreaming. Assign the parts and do a class reading.

Unsung Heroes
• Direct students to look around the classroom and find the “unsung heroes.” Have each student

name one object and tell why it’s something he or she can’t do without.
• Ask for student volunteers to perform the song for the rest of the class.This number is a blast to “sing!”

. . . & GIVING
Arthur Goes to the Bank

Give and Take 

Split Decision
• Discuss the feelings of the characters in these cartoons.

Who feels like giving? Who feels like taking? What does 
each character have to be thankful for?

Aunt Delia’s Holiday Manners Quiz
• Before any discussion, have the entire class take the quiz, and compare the results.
• Aunt Delia’s quiz is full of things you might think of saying but don’t. Tell about a family gathering

where you thought of saying something but you didn’t. Why didn’t you? When you show your 
relatives respect, you let them know you think they are important. How can good manners help?

• Let students play the roles of the people at Aunt Delia’s imaginary Thanksgiving dinner. Have them
act out, with feeling, each possible answer. Discuss how one person’s behavior can affect everybody.

• Make up some funny manners stories to go with another holiday. For instance, when it is your
birthday and three people give you the same present, what do you say?  When it is the fourth of
July and you spill fruit punch all over yourself, what do you say? When it is Halloween, and the
friend you are trick or treating with reaches for the last chocolate in the bowl, what do you do?

• At the end of the discussion, have the class take the quiz again, and see how their answers are
different from the earlier results.

Cheesybreadville
• Have you ever heard the saying, “It’s the thought that counts”? What does it mean? How do

good thoughts count in this story? In everyday life?
• Ask parent volunteers to help students bake some cheesy bread in their homes and wrap it in

aluminum foil to bring to school. Students can write good thoughts on strips of paper and tuck
them in the folds of the foil. Collect the loaves in your classroom and have someone deliver them
to a local soup kitchen.

• Life has many different “ingredients.” Ask the class to come up with a “recipe for living a good
life,” including all the “ingredients” they can think of.

Christmas and My Magic Mom
• Why did the writer’s mom work magic at Christmas? What does the writer mean when she says,

“The best present for me is the memory of it all”? Tell about the traditions that families keep at
holiday time. Who gets to keep the memories? 

• Let the children work some holiday magic. When your class decorates your room for the holi-
days, have them make doubles of everything. Then they can enlist parent volunteers to put up
the decorations at a homeless shelter where children stay.

A Different Aladdin
• Before reading the story, have students make predictions. What if

somebody handed you a magic lamp? . . . a genie appeared? . . . you
had to give away your bike? . . . you got everything you wanted?
After reading the story, discuss Aladdin’s prediction about happiness.
What did he find out?

• Contact a service organization in your community, one that helps
children. Set up a collection box in your classroom for a week. Have
students fill it with toys and clothing they have permission to give
away. At the end of the week, invite your contact to come and pick up
the box and to tell about where the contents will go.

Ezekiel Johnson

What I Did with My Coin Collection
• Generosity is giving that is especially kind. A homeless man uses a check to buy coats for other

homeless men. A child sends off his coin collection to help others. How do these stories 
illustrate generosity?

• Talk about the family saying, “Share and care.” Why is sharing important? 

Giving

(I’ll Give) Anything But Up!
• Challenge the class to see how many different ways of giving they can think of. Use the ideas in

these selections as a starting place, but let the list grow and grow! 
• The title of the song is very clever. Ask the students if they can explain what the writer was 

trying to say.

I Want It 
• The singer of this song has a lot of mixed feelings as a result of getting a brand-new bike. What

are they? Ask your students if they have had similar feelings.
• What happens when the singer becomes more concerned with his stuff than with his friends?

What are the benefits of sharing your possessions? 
• The theme of this story is classic. Can students think of other stories like this? (E.g.,Younger chil-

dren might compare the story to Rainbow Fish.) Why is sharing such an important “moral” in so
many stories.

THANKS . . .
All Kinds of People
• Teach the class this song, using the CD. Remember, it takes all kinds of 

people to sing a song just right: some to invent the dance moves, others to play
the cymbals or make up new verses, still others to act out the various parts. The
“homework” section is especially fun for school children to interpret.

An Attitude of Gratitude

You Made My Day
• Start a “Class Gratitude List.” Include in the list the sights and sounds of nature, as well as other

things students see every day in your school’s neighborhood. Update the list frequently. Use the
list to inspire writing projects.

The Birthday Doll
• Feelings are powerful. They can make us say and do things that impact those around us. Discuss

how the people in this story feel about the birthday doll. What are the things they do and say?
How do their feelings affect each other? Did you ever get a present you didn’t like? What did
you do about it? What did you do with it? (maybe give to someone else who might like it)

• The writer tells how she learned something new by “visiting” a memory. Encourage students to
try her technique when they want to write about something that happened long ago.

Geology
• In the Introduction to this poem, the writer tells us to take responsibility for the place where we

live, our environment. Invite someone from the local department of parks and recreation to
speak to your class. Where are the parks in your community? How can visitors take care of
them? Are there any other areas that should be preserved because of their natural beauty?
Brainstorm with the class a community project that they can launch to help to preserve and care
for the environment.

• Earth has survived a lot of hard times. The poet mentions “heat, eruptions, floods, and quakes”
as a few examples. Ask students to find out more about our geologic past and then draw pic-
tures of these early “bellyaches.” Arrange their pictures to tell Earth’s story.

Sing Me the Story of Your Day

Thank Someone
• Why do we need our family and friends? What are some ways we can thank them everyday? Is

there a person you feel grateful to and you have never let them know ?

Letters to My Brother . . . and My Sister
• A motive is a feeling that makes us do a certain thing.What motive did Julianne and Valerie have

when they told Peter that the best thing he could do with the money he found was take the fam-
ily out for pizza? What was Peter’s motive when he did? What do you think is Julianne’s motive
for writing the letter to her brother? For writing the letter to her sister? How does Julianne
express love in her two letters?

• A letter is one way of saying thanks.Write a thank-you letter to your brother or sister or to some-
one in your family. Tell about something that you remember doing together. What is special
about the memories you have of doing things with the people in your family? 

The Mouse, the Bird, and the Sausage
• In the story, three friends do their jobs and get along wonderfully. When do things start to go

wrong? What mistake do the friends make? Gratitude is another word for thankfulness. How
might things have turned out differently if Mouse, Bird, and Sausage had felt gratitude? Rewrite
the story with a happy ending.
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Josie’s First Allowance Day
• Talk about how Josie and Angela relate in the story.What kinds of things do you and your friends

do for each other? 
• A community is a group of people who live in the same place and have some of the same inter-

ests. What does Josie say about her community? What interests might Don Miguel and Tia Ana
share? Why does Don Miguel watch out for Josie and Angela?

• “Stuck-Up Carmen” is a complex character. What makes her so mean and “stuck up?” Discuss
peer pressure with students.

The Nothingest Girl in the World 

“Thank You, Mrs. Abruzzi”
• Delilah thought she was worthless. Ray Romano says he was a kid who didn’t

believe he was good at anything. What changed their minds? Jessie calls Delilah’s
dancing a gift, but what is Jessie’s gift to Delilah? What was Mrs.Abruzzi’s gift to Ray?

• Delilah’s “gift list” is fun to read. Can any students make up their own verses 
to include even more gifts?

Nuts to You
• This cartoon is trickier than it seems at first glance. Can anyone in the class explain

the “back story” to the cartoon.
• This is the story (in a nutshell!) of how relationships begin and grow. Have students think of a

good relationship they have with another person. What is the role of giving in a relationship?

Presents I Have Known
• The writer thinks the world would be a happier place if everyone had a Sno-Kone machine. Have

the students draw pictures of people in different parts of the world enjoying Sno-Kones. Talk
about what world peace would look like.

• Have students fill out their own examples of the author’s gift categories — e.g., “coolest gift” and
“biggest Christmas present bummer,” etc. Have them explain their choices.

Point of View
• Being able to take the other side in an argument is an important skill. Use this poem to inspire

funny ways to take the opposite point of view. Ask silly questions, such as “How do balloons feel
about birthday parties?” Have the class think of more silly questions . . . and their answers.

The Rotten Tomato
• Lucy Jane only wants to hear a story about a rotten tomato who wins. Her mom only wants to

tell a story about a nice tomato who wins. A compromise is an agreement to give up something
and still agree on something. What is the compromise Lucy Jane and her mom make? 

A Smile Connects Us
• Bulletin Board idea! Have students make pictures of one another’s smiling faces. Have them each

draw a colorful fun bridge and cut it out. Now arrange the faces on the bulletin board with the
bridges connecting them. Smiles Connect Us!

• For younger students, have them pantomime a daisy-chain activity in
which, one at a time, all of the students “connect” through smiling.

A Tale of Two Friends
• Use this classic storyline to inspire students to write their own

gift-exchange plays. Use Bert and Ernie to inspire students to per-
form their plays with fun paper bag puppets.

• This play is easy to act out—and fun. Assign the various roles to
students. Switch assignments from scene to scene in order to give
everyone a chance.

What Nana Told Her
• Traditions are things we do to remember an event. Tell about the

tradition that Nana’s family had. How can tradition bring about
a very good thing from a very sad event? 

What Ruby Saw
• Ruby isn’t sure she wants to grow up. Why might she feel this way? What are Ruby’s private

thoughts and experiences? How is having your own private thoughts and experiences a sign you
are growing up? 

• When you take care of something, you are showing responsibility. Being responsible is an impor-
tant part of growing up. In this story, what does Ruby take responsibility for? How does she take
responsibility for herself? 

You Know My Brother (He’s So Heavy)
• What are the things you do for your younger brother or sister? Why would you thank someone

if you had to watch out for him? How does carrying someone along make you stronger? What
do these words mean: “You can always find a compromise when you see it through your 
brother’s eyes”?

• Have students describe moments at home in which when they think they’re “carrying” their sib-
lings, and when their siblings “carry” them.

• If a student doesn’t have a sibling, ask him/her to describe the plusses and minuses of being “an
only child.”

ALL YEAR LONG
Fall 
Aunt Delia’s Holiday Manners Quiz (Thanksgiving)

Winter
A Tale of Two Friends, Ezekiel Johnson,
Christmas and My Magic Mom, Cheesybreadville 

Spring
Stones in a Stream, Geology (Earth Day), Snow, Aldo

Summer
Right Under Your Nose (Independence Day)

THEMES
Community
Josie’s First Allowance Day, Ezekiel Johnson, All Kinds of People, Right Under Your Nose, Thank You,
Mrs. Abruzzi, Cheesybreadville 

Compromise
Give and Take, You Know My Brother (He’s So Heavy), The Rotten Tomato

Environment
Stones in a Stream, Geology, You Made My Day, Snow, Aldo

Family
Stones in a Stream, The Birthday Doll, Letters to My Brother . . . and My
Sister, You Know My Brother (He’s So Heavy), Sing Me the Story of Your

Day, Aunt Delia’s Holiday Manners Quiz, Thanking is Just One Letter Away from Thinking,
Christmas and My Magic Mom, Arthur Goes to the Bank

Feelings
Teeny Meany, The Birthday Doll, Give and Take, A Different Aladdin, Letters to My Brother . . . and
My Sister, Aunt Delia’s Holiday Manners Quiz, What Nana Told Her, The Nothingest Girl in the
World, The Rotten Tomato, Thanking is Just One Letter Away from Thinking, Point of View, Split
Decision, I Want It

Friends 
The Mouse, the Bird, and the Sausage, A Tale of Two Friends, A Smile Connects Us, Josie’s First
Allowance Day, Nuts to You, The Nothingest Girl in the World, The Rotten Tomato, I Want It 

Generosity
Ezekiel Johnson, What I Did with My Coin Collection, (I’ll Give) Anything but Up, Giving

Gratitude
The Mouse, the Bird, and the Sausage, An Attitude of Gratitude, All Kinds of People, You Made
My Day, Thanking is Just One Letter Away from Thinking, Thank You, Mrs. Abruzzi, Unsung
Heroes, Snow, Aldo, Christmas and My Magic Mom, Thank Someone

Growing Up
The Birthday Doll, What Ruby Saw

Happiness
A Different Aladdin, Presents I Have Known

Love 
You Know My Brother (He’s So Heavy), Cheesybreadville, 
Letters to My Brother . . . and My Sister

Memories
The Birthday Doll, Letters to My Brother . . . and My Sister, Christmas and My Magic Mom

Respect
Aunt Delia’s Holiday Manners Quiz

Responsibility
You Know My Brother (He’s So Heavy), Geology, What Ruby Saw

Sharing
Josie’s First Allowance Day, What Nana Told Her, Ezekiel Johnson, What I Did with My Coin
Collection, I Want It

Sympathy
Teeny Meany, Give and Take, Josie’s First Allowance Day, What Nana Told Her, What I Did with
My Coin Collection

Traditions
What Nana Told Her, Christmas and My Magic Mom
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